
HOHNER'S New
Harmonica

The C-12 case is constructed of high impact
ABS plastic which is vaccum formed with a
solid aluminum valance, creating maximum
protection for your harmonicas, while still
retaining lightweight.All hardwareismounted
with rivets. The casewill holdup to 12; 10-hole
harmonicas and one chromatic (up to 16-hole
size).

Specifications:
12-3/8"x 10-1/2"(less handle) x 2-3/4"
Weight: 2 lbs 5 ozs
Retail: $39.96 (Dat cSf2£.cLa£ $29.95!

Carrying Case

(HOHNER Harmonica Warranty - shown below is an exact copy of the Warranty sent with every harmonica )

LIMITED WARRANTY - HARMONICAS
Hohner Harmonicas are guaranteed to be free from manufacturing defects and in tune at the time of purchase. Any
instrument found to contain manufacturing defects or other noticeable imperfections at the time of purchase will be, at
Hohner’s option, repaired or replaced at no charge to the user.
Take note,however, that HohnerHarmonicas are notwarrantedagainst usage,accidentaldamages,negligenceortampering.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Health and Sanitary regulations prohibit the exchange or return for creditofany mouth blown instrument.
Ifthe instrument you purchased isfound to fcontain any defects in materials or workmanship, it must be
returned to the manufacturer for adjustment. Please let us know your problem. We will gladly assistyou
in any way we can. Thank You!

NEW INSTRUMENTS! REPAIR AND RETURN PROCEDURES
A new Harmonica which is found defective at the time of purchase should be returned to Hohner for warranty purposes.
Our specialist will quickly determine the problem and replace or adjust the instrument free ofcharge.

CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT
M. HOHNER, INC.
P.O. BOX 15035,

RICHMOND, VA 23227
TEL. (804) 798-4600

USED INSTRUMENTS! REPAIR ANDRETURN PROCEDURES
A ua«d Harmonica which isbeing returned for repair should be sent directlyby the purchaser to HOHNER. (address above. We will advise
what charges are involved and await the consumer’s decision as to whether hewishes itrepaired or returned “as is”. Very often only small
adjustments are necessary and the used instruments arereturned free of charge. We urge that used instruments in need ofrepair, especially
chromatics, not be internally tampered with prior to return to HOHNER. 4Ua,„AHWCU 1/IWH
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